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if and only if g is of type An, n > 1.
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Recently, much work has been made in the study of quantum groups called also quan-
tum algebras. These structures are generalizations of ordinary Lie algebras and super-Lie
algebras [1]. Indeed, they have been formulated in a way such that their defining com-
mutation relations are expressed as generalized commutation relations in the sense that
they include a complex parameter q instead of just plus or minus sign. In this scheme,
quantum groups emerged as the natural generalization of supersymmetry. Moreover, this
study has been extended to affine Lie algebras as encountered in the generalization of the
Sine-Gordon theory to the supersymmetric ones [2],

Another example consists in the results obtained by C. Vafa and A. Le Clair [3] where
the N = 2 supersymmetric algebra was derived from Uq(sl(2,C) for special values of the
deformation parameter q. In this work, the adjoint action of Uq(sl(2,C)), based on its
Hopf structure, reproduces exactly the defining commutation relations of £/,(s/(2, C)) i.e.

adqA(B) = [A,B]q, VA,B € Uq(sl%C)) (1)

It is natural then to ask if the relation Eq.(l) holds for any quantum affine algebra Uq{g)
where g is a simple finite dimensional Lie algebra. The purpose of the present work is to
answer this question. We will show then that g must be of type AT, r > 1.

Let then g be any finite dimensional simple Lie algebra of rank n and (a,-_j) i,j =
1,2,,,,,«) in the entries of its Cartan matrix. The quantum algebra Uq{g) is defined
as the associative algebra over C with generators e», /,• and hi, i = 1,2,... ,n with the
defining relations

[hi,ej] = aye,-, [A,-,/,-] = -a,-.,/,-, [hi,hj] = 0 (2)

[*,/;] = £^£*y = MA (3)
and the Serre relations

( ) f ] j j ? 3 (4)
k=o L fc - V

where Ai stands for e< or /,-, i = 1,2,... ,n and 7 are the deformed Gauss polynomials
L * J q

given by

The quantized algebra Uq{g) has a Hopf algebra structure with respect to the following
comultiplication A, counit e and antipode S:

A(e,-) = e; ® q-v1" + q^' ® e, (6 - a)

A{hi) = hi®l + l®hi (6 - c)

e(ht) = etft) = e(c-) = 0 (7)
5(e.) = -g-'ei.Sifi) = -qfi,S(hi) = -hi (8)

The adjoint action of Uq(g) is given by [1]:

adqA{B) = £ akBS{bk), A,B e Uq{g) , (9)
k
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where a* and bk are defined by

J > * ® h; ak, bk € Uq(g) .
k

Notice that the adjoint action Eq.(9) satisfies the important relations

adqAadqB(C) = adqAB(C) (10)

adqA{BC) = ^dqak{B)adqbk{C) (11)

The meaning of the above equations is that ad, can be considered as a linear representation
of Uq(g). It has been shown [4] that the above definitions remain valid if we change g by
its corresponding affine Lie algebra g. Recall that g is an infinite dimensional Lie algebra
of rank n -f-1, where n = rankg. We will deal in all what follows with a vanishing central
charge k of g as it corresponds to physical application. Notice that k corresponds to the
level in the undeformed affine Lie algebra g. We will then choose the Cartan generators
h{, i = 1 , . . . n + 1 in g such that:

n+l
£ *•• = ° • (12)
•=1

Let us point out first that the adjoint action of Uq(g) given by considering the standard
Chevally basis (e,,/,-,A,) does not reproduce the defining relations Eqs.(2.3). We are led
then to look for a general presentation of Uq(g) in which the algebra Uq(g) is defined only
through its adjoint action exactly as in the classical case i.e. q = \. In general, Uq(g) can
be seen as the universal enveloping algebra generated by Q,-, Qi and A,-, i = 1,2,..., n + 1 ,
where

Qi = e; -T1 (13 - a)

£»>
Qi = U <r ' (13 - 6)

ctij and fcj are for instance, arbitrary complex parameters. The commutation relations
read then as follows:

hiQi ~ Qjhi = aijQj ( 1 4 - a )

hiQi-Qjhi = -aiiQi (14-6)

and
QiQi - qi:klW',+P,"u)QiQi = £I.i[A.]9E*<*.-*+4»*)'i* qZk*ikakj ^15j

However, the Serre relations remain independent of otij and /?jj, so equivalents to Eqs.(4).
Moreover, in the parametrization Eqs.(13), the adjoint action of Uq(g) takes the following
form:

adqQi(A) = QiAqi*ki~'E'>e'i>ki) - 9<Tfc*+Ei«u*>)j49(Ei
fl">(»i*-3A,-)-i)g.

_ b)

where A and B are arbitrary elements of Uq{g). Actually, and to fix completely the free
parameters a,j and /?,.,, we require that the adjoint action Eqs.(16) reproduces the defining



relations Eqs.(14) and Eqs.(15). This is achieved by taking A = kk or Q; and B = hk or
<5;. One finds then for the first choice, the following constraints.

0 (18)

i) = 0 (19)
jt=i

This first set of equations fixed completely the a's, we have

<*,-,• = - , i = 1,2, . . . n

Ofijt = 0 ; i, fc = 1, 2 , . . . n and i ^ A;

an+1,* = - - ; & = l , 2 , . . . n (20)

Concerning the second choice i.e. B = h^ or Q,-, we find a set of relations equivalent to
Eqs. (16, 17, 18) up to the substitution otij —• /?,,. This implies the same solution as
a : fa = QtJ. Putting a.-j = /?,-_,- back in the constraints implies that the Cartan matrix
(a.ij) is symmetric (i.e. atJ = a^) and satisfies the following equality:

- 2 (21)

Therefore the parametrizations Eq.(13) is completely and uniquely (up to multiplicative
constants) specified, we have

Qi = e , / ' / 2

Qi = Uq~h'12 (22)

and the following constraints on the Cartan matrix (a,j) of g

o-H = aj,-, h j = 1, • • • n + 1 (23)

n+l

£ > * i t = 0 , i ' = l t 2 , . . . n + l (24)

A A ^> A

The equations (22) mean that g is simply laced and so g is of type An, Dn, EQ, E7
or Eg. However, the relation (23) implies that m(77i1,m2,... , m n + l ) with m, = 1,
i = 1,2,... ,n + 1 is an eigenvector of the Cartan matrix (a;.,). Thus, g is of type
An or Cn. By taking altogether the conditions Eq.(23) and Eq.(24) we find finally that
g is of type An. We have then the following result: Let g be any untwisted affine Lie
algebra, with a vanishing central term, then the adjoint action of Uq(g) for arbitrary q,
reproduces the defining relations of Uq(g) if and only if g is of type A^\ n > 1.

Finally, we note that the Serre relations are also defined via the adjoint action of Uq(g)
in the usual way i.e.

adp-^QtiQj) = 0



a<-a ' j )g<(Qi) = O i?j (25)

Furthermore we remark that the obtention of the supersymmetric algebra from the quan-
tum affine algebra Uq{g) in addition to the condition that the adjoint action of U (g)
reproduces the defining ^-commutation relations, is possible only in the case where the
rank of g is 2. This situation was already encountered in reference [3]. An open question
consists of taking g with a nonvanishing central charge.
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